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Figure 1: Firefly sitting on the leaf

A day before yesterday, I watched a documentary, Night on Earth which
was awesome, and in that documentary, David Attenborough, showed so
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many different species which use light as a language of Love and light as a
language of War. One of the species he talked about were fireflies, and how
and why do they glow. I never knew that a firefly glows for attracting females
and there are not just one firefly species but many and every species glow in
a different fashion, everyone has a code which girls used to identify members
of their species. You can also say It’s like a Morse code of firefly. But as no
code in the world is hack-proof their codes are also hacked by few females of
other species of firefly, they use it to attract the boys of other firefly species,
and when that guy will come closer she shows her real motive... that makes
him her dinner. But reading so many stories of insects, I feel now, eating
males of another species is still fine, I have heard stories of females eating
males of their species. What a poor life of all those male insects. Inspired by
the story of Firefly, I downloaded the book on it ”Silent Spark”, the author
Sara Lewis she is awesome!!! I have only read few books as good as this one.
The author expressed her feelings in the book, she is like Olivia Judson.

I am still on chapter 5, but I can tell you the life of a firefly is full of won-
ders, mystery, and at the same time full of stress and life-death competition.
I will write you again, I still have to finish the book, but I can tell you the
few stories its all start when they still as an egg, it’s very rare to see an egg
or larvae of a firefly because they leave inside the water and underground,
and for few firefly species the larva also glow but the main function of a larva
as it is for a human baby is to eat and eat and eat a lot. And after few
months of finding a good place to hide they go through a beautiful process
Metamorphism where they completely change their body and came out with
a completely different body and soul. Where now their sole purpose is only
to find a mate. Driven by madness in love, every night as it gets dark they
start their journey for the search of females, but their life is full of odds, as
they glow they also give information about their presence, and the predator
of firefly got in attention, spiders start building their nest and sometimes
firefly of other species hack their code. They live a magical life Sometimes
all the males start to synchronize and make beautiful waves of light traveling
forward, it’s still a mystery that why do so many individuals synchronize
together and how they do that but there are many hypotheses for it, one of
them is that it’s easy for a female to identify males easily. This kind of nature
is weird because males who should compete with each other are collaborating
but as we know there are many such examples in nature where males come
together to attract females like in wasp where male wasps will come together
and in that way the scent in air increase and female get attracted more easily.
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Let’s come back to firefly, Even if they found a female it’s still a dream for
the male firefly to mate because the population of females will be less than
males 1 in every 30, and hence give rise to cut-through competition, and all
these lead to end the story of many males. But it doesn’t end here when
the male reaches the females, he has to adjust him in such a manner that
he could attach his genitals with his lover he needs to show good aerobatics
as sometimes there is not much place to sit for both. Once he reached this
stage the couple sits there silently without a single flash and give birth to
the Next generation of firefly.

Inspired by the book, I went out in search of fireflies, First time I saw
them was near the kali temple and the old ecology lab of the IISER k campus.
I waited for an hour but couldn’t get closer to even a single firefly as they
were high on trees. After waiting for a 20-30 mins I went back to my room
in Hope to come tomorrow and watch them, next day when I went there it
started mild Raining but still, I went there, and closed all the light near the
temple, but within no time the speed of rain start increasing, so I took shelter
under the ecology lab roof, Since I have closed all the light I was fearing of
snakes so I on my mobile torch and after 1 min I noticed a lot of insects
got attracted to that light, Although I already knew that incests attract
towards the light but it was a completely different experience to watch them
and able to move them along my mobile flash and soon a deep ecosystem
formed in that small place, two lizards also came seeing the light in hope
to eat incests, for a moment I lost in thoughts and completely forget that
I came here for searching of fireflies and start recording them, I recorded
lizard eating insects and I could see those insects in her tummy trying to
come out, seen few species which look like queen or male of some ant species,
beteels, wasp and other species whose names even i dont know, it was so
differnt felling to see all happeing because I on my tourch for a minute or so.
After getting bitten by a large snake I get back into my world, thankfully
it was a long tree branch which falls on my leg but mosquitos were bitting
me and few insects were falling on my head, so I closed the torch and just
sit for a few mins, as the rain stopped I saw the first firefly than second
than third but they were flying very high, I couldn’t even record them but at
least I could watch them, I tried to break there code by using mobile flash 6
times in 5 sec and waiting for 2 sec, but nothing happened maybe they use
a different one, and suddenly I saw a flash near the bushes, I walk slowly sit
near him/her and recorded his/her behavior, finally recorded a firefly from
that close but maybe she didn’t like me and fly away on the tree branches.
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Anyways I was happy but still, I wanted to catch at least one firefly and see
how it glows for some time I thought to sit near the temple. As I keep the
first step I was welcomed by the army of ants trying to climb me somehow
I got on some height when I looked up I was shocked there was a tube light
that usually keeps glowing inside the temple completely covered with insects,
they were 1000 in no’s and so many different species many of them I have
never seen, there was a dragonfly with blue color, also the blue color is very
rare in nature. I was surprised to find a beautiful wasp it a small butt and
fancy wings few ants male/queens, many different moths, nine moth wasp
cockroaches lot many mosquitoes. It was the first time when I had seen such
a level of an ecosystem near a single tube light. I start recording and taking
photographs of whatever I could when I couldn’t resist mosquito bites I went
in a little dark, then I relaxed for few mins Thinking, Why are they getting
attract to light? What is light giving them? Is it just warmth they are
seeking or something else? Why that idiot honeybee didn’t go to her home
today? Why the ants are not climbing up to don’t they like the light at least
they can get a good dinner?

It was a little late so I thought to go back to my room, suddenly I saw a
firefly sitting on a leaf. I thought I have to catch her this time. I went closer
checking if there were no snakes near me, even if there was I don’t think I
would have stopped, she was producing light in a continuous beep I tried to
catch her by closing my both palm and making a small house for her inside
my palm but she fell on the ground I was having no experience of catching a
firefly, I thought I lost her but she flashed, maybe she knows I am male, so I
picked her up in my hand I take it to a place where I can sit and observe her,
but she flashed only for 2 or 3 times walked a little on my hand and flashed
a few more time before she flies away, I was a fool I didn’t expect she will fly
away. But anyways I was happy. I recorded behaviors of not just a firefly but
of many other insects, and even a little dream of catching a firefly by hand
was also complete so I thought to go back to the room, I on all the switches
that I off to watch firefly and feeling bad for those fireflies may be because
of increasing light populations they will face problem in communicating and
someday they will vanish from many places. The next day I took my two
friends to the same place and as I closed the lights we can see those fireflies,
although they are not in many numbers still if we observe we can see the
magic around us. I even catch two of the firefly by hands but with more
confidence than yesterday.
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